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1Successful Jafra Football Initiative 

At Jafra, we believe that practicing a sport is one of the way to keep the diseases 
away. Football teams exist and persist in all our locations, with great successes for 
many. The young players can be proud to be committed and persevere in the
learning of the sport they like. 
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Jafra Centers are welcoming children from all ages to allow them having access to 
activities of many kinds. Children without discrimination have the right to play and 
have recreational activities, express their feelings, ask questions and be listened. 
The Jafra Child Protection program is continually updated to adhere to the strict 
international standards.

Dare to Be a Child



3Computer Courses 

Having basic computer literacy is vital to success in today’s world. Typing, 
communicate through e-mails, using data bases, do online researches… can 
be demanded when applying to many types of jobs.
Jafra develops computer courses in its Centers to allow participants become
computer-literate without the burden of having to pay high fees. 



4Planting Initiative Widens in Lebanon

One of Jafra’s priority is to support communities keeping or rebuild their
livelihoods. Since 3 years, the rooftop planting initiative “From Grey to Green” 
is active and widening. Several camps are involved and the participants are
measuring the positive impact a garden have on them, their families and the
community around. The project takes a new step with the installation of
greenhouses in 2023.  
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Following its aim to support the neediest individuals find back livelihoods, 
Jafra keeps teaching the basics of producing food in a collective kitchen. At 
the same time, Jafra is keen to transmit good practices to the participants by 
giving them the taste to prepare and consume seasonal type of vegetables 
and fruits. 

 

Food Production Workshop Update



Check our platforms

https://www.facebook.com/pg/Jafra.Foundation 
https://www.instagram.com/jafra.foundation
https://www.linkedin.com/company/jafra-foundation
https://twitter.com/jafra_sy

